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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K of characteristic 
zero. A finite-dimensional polynomial GL( V)-module L is said to be multi- 
plicity-free if each irreducible summand of the symmetric algebra S. L 
appears with multiplicity one. There are three irreducible multiplicity-free 
GL( V)-modules, namely I’, S, I’, and A2 V (see [ 111). The representation- 
theoretic structure of the symmetric algebras S. (S, V) and S.(n2V) was 
studied in [l] and [2] along the lines developed in [S] for the study 
of the structure of the symmetric algebra S. (P’@ W) treated as a 
GL( V) x GL( W)-module. The main technical tools used in these works 
were various straightening formulas studied first in [9] and [IO]. and then 
in [6]. 
There is only one reducible multiplicity-free GL( V)-module, namely 
V@n’V. This module has one remarkable property, namely that its sym- 
metric algebra R = S.( V@ /1’V) decomposes into the direct sum of all 
irreducible polynomial GL( I’)-modules, each with multiplicity one. This 
can be seen easily using the results of [2]. 
In this paper we study the structure of the GL( I’)-invariant ideals of R. 
We also describe the structure of all invariant prime, radical, and primary 
ideals in R. 
From the geometric point of view we are considering the variety X of 
skew-symmetric (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices under the action of the group 
GL(n, K). This action is defined as follows. The group GL(n + 1, K) acts on 
X by 
(A,M)F+A~MUA’, AeGL(n+ 1, K), MEX. 
The group GL(n, K) is considered as a subgroup 
GL(n, K) c GL(n + 1, K) 
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consisting of the matrices of the form 
A 0 ( > 0 1’ 
where A E GL(n, K). Restricting to GL(n) the action of GL(n + 1) defined 
above we obtain the desired action of GL(n). It is well known that 
GL(n + 1) has a finite number of orbits on X. Two matrices are in the same 
orbit iff they have the same rank. This rank is always even. It is easy to see 
that the action of GL(n) also has a finite number of orbits. They can be 
described as follows. The space X can be identified with the product 
X= YxK” 
of the space Y of n x n skew-symmetric matrices and the space K” of 
column vectors, the identification being given by 
where L is the column vector. GL(n) acts on Yx K” by 
We can also identify Y with the space of skew-symmetric maps y : K” -+ K”. 
For E E {O, 1,2>, 0 d p < [n/2] we define the sets XE.2p c X by the formulas 
X”.2p=((~,0):rankcp=2p), 
X’~‘P={(~,~):rankcp=2p,0#z~Imip}, 
X2’2PC {(y, z): rankcp=2p,z$Imq}. 
It can be shown easily that the sets FzP form the orbits of GL(n) on X. 
The closures of the orbits are described below: 
x03 2P -
4 ’ 
pt2q 
x’.zp =q; (X0,24” -p,2qj” u x2,% for p >O, 
--‘yJ u XE.29 
4<P 
x2.2P - for 2p-en. 
E=O,l,2 qcp 
Now we describe the contents of the paper. Section 2 contains necessary 
facts from the representation theory of GL( V). The decomposition formula 
for R is deduced in Section 3 from the results of [2]. In Section 4 we give 
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the classification of the invariant prime, radical, and primary ideals in R. 
This is based on the results of [4] and on the structure theorem 4.2 for the 
invariant ideals. We also list the prime ideals of the closures of orbits 
described above. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2. It is not 
possible to prove this theorem using the methods of [Z] (we give an exam- 
ple in Section 4). We use here another method based on the detailed study 
of the inclusions in the Pieri formulas. We use the description of these 
inclusions given by Olver in [14]. It allows us to describe the product of 
any summand of R and the generating one, equal to V or n2V. Similar 
methods were used by Whitehead in [16], where she studied the product 
of any two irreducible summands in S. (V@ W). She used the description 
of the corresponding inclusions in the Littlewood-Richardson rule given in 
[3]. Unfortunately the maps defined in [3] are not suitable for our pur- 
poses, so we cannot describe the product of any two irreducible summands 
of R. 
The results of this paper were announced in [7] and form a part of the 
author’s thesis [8]. The author is grateful to his thesis supervisor, 
Professor T. Jozeliak, for suggesting the problem and for many helpful 
discussions. He is also grateful to J. Weyman for many discussions and 
especially for information concerning [ 141. 
2. PARTITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS OF GL(V), AND THE OLVER MAP 
2.1. Let o = (cl, 02, . ..) be a partition, i.e., a weakly decreasing finite 
sequence of nonnegative integers. The weight of (r is defined as 
lol=o,+o,+ . . . . Thedualpartition5=(C:,,d,,...)isdelined by 
Cj=card{j: ajai}. 
If 0 and r are partitions, then we write 
a2r iff CTi 2 ‘si for all i, 
02T iff a,+ ... +oiar,+ ... +zj for all i. 
By p(o) we denote the number of odd parts of the partition 0. A partition 
with no odd parts we call even. We write 
o>t iff a27 and P(C) 2 P(T). 
For a partition 0 by 5 we denote the smallest even partition bigger ,than 
0 in the ordering 2 ; i.e., 
iji = 
1 
ci if cri is even 
oj+ 1 if cri is odd. 
By Y(n) we denote the set of all partitions 0 with o1 <n. 
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2.2. We will often identify partitions with their diagrams. The diagram 
of the partition c is the subset r, c N x N defined as 
~,={(i,j):1<jda,}=((i,j):16i6~j}. 
Pictorially the diagram r, is a sequence of columns of boxes of lengths 
01, rsz, . . . . 
EXAMPLE. If c = (3,2,2, 1) then 
In this notation the dual partition is the sequence of lengths of rows 
0f r,. 
2.3. A tableau of shape B is a function from r, to N. Pictorially the 
tableau is the diagram of cr filled with natural numbers. The tableau T is 
called standard if the rows of T are weakly increasing from the left to the 
right and the columns of T are strictly increasing from the bottom to the 
top. The canonical tableau K, is defined by K,,ji, j) = j; i.e., the jth row of 
K, is filled with entries equal to j. 
EXAMPLE. If c = (3,2,2, 1) then 
3 
K,=2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 
2.4. Now we fix the natural number n. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field K of characteristic 
0. If 0 = (a,, . . . . crp) is a partition, we use the notation 
/j”V=/j”‘V@ ... @/j3pV, 
YV=S,,V@ ... @S,V, 
where ,Ai and Si denote the exterior and symmetric powers. 
2.5. Let e,, . . . . e, be a basis of V and CT a partition. Given -a tableau T 
we define two tensors T” E A”V and TS~ S”V by 
~q=(eTcl,lj * ... * er,l,,,~)O(eT~z.l~ * ... h eT~2.~J0 ... 
TS=feTcl,,,... eTt6,,LJ)O(eT,,,2j~ ... .eTcdz,2,)0 ... ; 
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i.e., the columns of T correspond to exterior products and the rows of T 
correspond to symmetric products. 
EXAMPLE. Leta=(2,2,1), T=f:,;then 
T* = (cl A ez) 0 (es A e4) Oe,, 
T”=(e,-e,.e,)@(e,.e,). 
We will often identify tableaux with corresponding tensors, dropping the 
superscripts A and S. 
2.6. Let o be a partition. Let R(o) denote the group of all permutations 
of boxes of I-, acting in the rows. We define a map 
setting 
po: s”v+ /j”V, 
P,(T~)= 1 (T-P)” 
P E NC) 
for every tableau T: r, -+ { 1, . . . . n}. It is obvious that pO is well defined. 
The image of pO is denoted by &V and is called the Schur module or 
the Schur functor of V corresponding to the partition (T. 
EXAMPLES. For o = (k), p. is the natural projection 
VQk+ /jkV 
and A(k) V= AkV. For (i = (1, . . . . l), 1 repeated k times, pO is the natural 
inclusion 
s/;v+ VQk 
and A,,...,,VZSs,V. 
2.7. The main properties of Schur modules. A, V # 0 iff o E .9’(n) (see 
2.4). There is a natural action of GL( V) on A, V (because pO is a GL( V)- 
homomorphism for the standard actions of GL( V) on S”V and /j”V), and 
A, V is an irreducible representation of GL( V). It can be characterized as 
the unique nonzero GL( V)-module contained both in /j”V and in S”V. 
The vector Kc = a . p,(K:) E A, V, where K, is the canonical tableau and 
M = (a,!. d,! . . .)-’ is the highest weight vector in A, V for the standard 
choice of the Bore1 subgroup in GL( V) and is determined uniquely up to 
a scalar. The set {A, V: 0 Ed} is the set of all the irreducible finite 
dimensional polynomial GL( V)-modules. There are pairwise non- 
isomorphic. 
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2.8. The set {p,( TS)}, where T runs over the set of standard 
tableaux of shape 0, is the basis of A0 V and is called the standard basis. 
For the proofs of these properties see [3,5, 13, and 151. For the descrip- 
tion of f\, V in terms of generators and relations see [ 1, 3, and 151. 
There are some algorithms for multiplying Schur modules (see [12] and 
[ 131). We will need only the following facts. 
2.9. if A, t, PEP(~) and if there exists a nonzero GL( Vj- 
homomorphism 
A, V+ A, V@ A, v. 
then ,U r> 1, p 2 z, and 1~1 = 111 + 1~1. 
2.10. Pieri formulas. Let A E Yp(12). 
la) V@Ai V= OpEPc~.lJ A, rl, 
(b) A’VW’~A Vz Ope~mj A, K 
where P(A, 1) is the set of all diagrams which can be obtained by adding 
one box to I-, and P(1,2) is the set of all diagrams which can be obtained 
by adding two boxes to r, in different rows. 
ExmfPLE, We have 
The inclusion maps in Pieri formulas are uniquely determined up to a 
scalar multiple. There are some descriptions of these maps (see [3]), but 
one of them is particularly useful. This description is due to Olver [ 141. In 
what follows, we will write S,, A”, S”, A”, AV instead of Sp C: /\“V, etc. 
2.11. Given p 3 0 and 4 3 1, the map 
T:s,@s,+s,+,@s,-, 
is defined by the formula 
4 
T(UI. ... .o,@tvl. ... .wq)= x ul. ... .u,.w;~t~‘,’ ... .I;;,. ... .lV]. 
j= I 
Now let g = (oO, or, . ..) be a finite sequence of nonnegative integers (not 
necessarily a partition). Let 
s”=s,,@s,,o ... (if ci = 0 then S, = K). 
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For the two nonnegative integers 0 < i < j< length of 0 let 0’ denotes the 
sequence 
d=(o.o, . ..) (T-1, oj+ 1, c7j+1, . ..) aj-l, oj- 1, ej+l, . ..). 
Assume that gj > 0. We define the map 
zii: S” --t S”’ 
as the identity on all factors except the ith and jth, where it agrees with r, 
2.12. Consider now two partitions ,u, nip such that ,U EP(~, 1). 
This means that r, can be obtained by deleting one box from one row, say 
the kth, of r,. We want to define a map 
x;: s”+s’Qs”. 
We identify S” with SD+, where ,ii+ = (0, jil, /iz, . ..). and S’@ S” with Sx+, 
whereX+=(l,X,,X, , . ..). Let Ak be the set of the sequences of integers 
&= {(j,, . . . . jp):O=jl<j,< ... <j,=k}. 
For J= (jl, . . . . jp)EAk we define #J=p, c,=n,P:i (bjq-i&+k-j,), 
and s~=z~~-,,~~~ .‘. 0~~~~~ 0 rj,jz (note that ,Gjq - /Ik + k -j, is the length of 
the hook-see [13]- joining the last box of the kth row and the last box 
of the j&h row of r,, diminished by one). 
2.13. Now we define 
x;= 1 (-l)“J.LJ. 
JEAN CJ 
2.14. THEOREM (Olver). Ler 1, p E P(n), p E P(l, 1). Consider the 
diagram 
- xi 
sp p S’QS” 
PP 
I I 
lOPi 
(Sl =A’). 
A, A’Qh 
Then xi(Ker p,) E Ker( 1 @p,) and xi induces the nonzero GL( V)- 
homomorphism (hence monomorphism) 
II/;: A,- A’ Q/Ii 
making the above diagram commutative. 
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For the proof see [14]. We call $L the inclusion map in the first Pieri 
formula 2.10( a). 
2.15. Now we are also able to define the inclusion map in the second 
Pieri formula 2.10(b). In fact, let p, 1 Ed and PE P(,Z, 2). This means 
that the diagram r, can be obtained by adding two boxes to the diagram 
Ti., the first to te Ith row (obtaining the diagram of the partition which we 
denote by 1’) and then the second to the kth row, with I< k. 
Consider the map xb: - S” -+ A’@ S” defined as the composition 
sji %* r , pas” ‘@~‘~rSIOSIO~ -1, 
A2 @ s”, 
where m : S’ 0 S1 + A2 is the exterior multiplication. 
It turns out that xi also induces the nonzero GL(V)-homomorphism 
The fact that tji # 0 will be important for us. It can be proved by showing 
that the element (ek A e,) @ p,(Kf) appears with nonzero coefficient in the 
decomposition of the element $t(p,(Kz)) in the standard basis of /\’ 0 A, 
(this is the basis corresponding to the standard bases of A” and /ji. defined 
in 2.8). 
3. REPRESENTATION-THEORETIC STRUCTURE OF R 
3.1. Let U be the (n + l)-dimensional vector space over the field K of 
characteristic zero, and let V be its n-dimensional subspace. We fix a basis 
(e,, . . . . en+ l ) for U such that {e,, . . . . e,} is a basis for I’. We consider 
GL( V), the general linear group of V, as a subgroup of GL(U) acting 
identically on e,, + I. 
3.2. The structure of the ring R = S. (A’U) as the GL( U)-module w2s 
studied in [a]. We are interested in the action of the subgroup GL( Vj, 
further denoted shortly as G, on R, so we adopt the notation of [2] to 
serve better our purposes. 
As a G-module l\‘U decomposes as 
/j2uz V@A2V, 
the isomorphism being given by 
ej A e,k--+e, A ej, ej A entl bej, for i, j< n. 
We introduce the following notation for some elements of R: 
X,=e, A ej, Xi = ej, for 1 d i, j d n. 
481/125/2-13 
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3.3. The (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrix 
@-[il ;i2; v] 
is skew-symmetric. Let (iI, . . . . iP) be the sequence of integers 
1 < il, . ..) iP < n. We denote by [il . . . i,,] the pfaffran of CD with row and 
column indices i,, . . . . iP, if p is even, and the pfafftan of @ with row and 
column indices i,, . . . . i,, n + 1, if p is odd. As in [2] a product of pfaftians 
T=[il...i,,].[j,...j,,]- ... ++vk,,]~R 
with p1 2 p2 > . . ’ > pr is called a monomial and is identified with a tableau 
iP, 
. jp2 
T=’ ’ 
k 
Pr 
. . 
. . 
I1 JI . . k, 
At this point our notation differs slightly from the one used in [a], because 
we prefer the objects defined by tableaux to be skew-symmetric with 
respect to the columns (see also 2.5 ). 
The shape of the monomial T is defined to be the partition (pl, . . . . p,). 
A monomial is said to be standard if the corresponding tableau is standard 
(see 2.3). 
3.4. As an immediate consequence of [2] and [6] we obtain that the 
standard monomials form a free basis of R. Note that here all partitions 
OE~(IZ) appear as shapes of standard monomials in R. Nevertheless it is 
the same basis as obtained in [2] and [6]. 
3.5. Given an even partition (T we denote by 
A, the GL(U)-ideal generated as a vector space by the monomials of 
shape r satisfying Z > 0 (for the definition of Z and > see 2.1), 
A; the G,!,(U)-ideal generated as a vector space by the monomials of 
shape 7 satisfying 2> 0, 
MO the GL(U)-module generated by the canonical monomial K, 
which is by the definition the monomial corresponding to the canonical 
tableau K,. 
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The modules defined above are the same modules as defined in Section 2 
of [2] and we can quote the following theorem. 
3.6. THEOREM. (a) M, is an irreducible GL( U)-module isomorphic to 
A,/.4j and also to A, U (for the definition of A, see 2.6). 
(b) .4,=M,@A;. 
(cl R= 0, M,, lrhere the summation rzms ouer ali even partitions g 
b&h ~7~ <n + 1. 
3.7. Given a partition o E 9(n) we denote by 
B, the G-ideal generated as a vector space by the monomials of shape 
r satisfying t 2 cr, 
Bk the G-ideal generated as a vector space by the monomials of shape 
r satisfying Z>CJ, 
NV the G-module generated by the canonical monomial K, of shape cr. 
The proof of the next theorem is the same as the proof of the preceding 
theorem in [2]. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let o~g(n). Then 
(a) N, is an irreducible G-module isomorphic to B,/B& and also to 
A, VT 
(b) B,=N,OBb, 
(cl R= Ocxq,z&. 
These two decompositions of R are related as follows. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. For un even partition CF 
ia) A,= OftoN,, 
(b) A;= Or>,, N,, 
(c) M,= @,=, N,. 
ProoJ: If E c R is any G-submodule, then N, c E iff K, E E, where K, is 
the canonical monomial. It is obvious that K, E A,, iff -2 g. This gives 
part (a). AL is the sum of all A, for T even, r 2 C, so part (b) follows from 
part (a). Part (c) follows from parts (a) and (bj and from 3.6(c). I 
3.10. Remark. 3.9(c) gives the isomorphism 
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for (T even. It is special case of the more general formula: for any partition 
0 such that (TV < rz + 1, 
A,U=Q/LV, 
where the summation runs over the set of partitions r such that for every 
i > 1, 0 < oi - ri < 1. This fact is of course well known. The simplest method 
of proving it is to use the description of A, U as L, c S. (U@ W), given 
in [S]. 
3.11. The ring R has a natural grading which can be defined as follows 
R=S.(~2U)=S.(V@/‘j2V)sS.V&Y.(/‘j2V) 
= 6 S,VQS.(/j’V)= @ R,, 
k=O k 
where Rk = Sk V@ S.(/“\‘V). Monomials defined in 3.3 are homogeneous 
with respect to this grading and the degree of the monomial of shape cr 
equals p(o) (for the definition of p(a) see 2.1), so it is easy to see that 
&= @p(,,=kNo. 
4. G-INVARIANT IDEALS 
4.1. Let asp. Let Z, be the ideal generated by M,, i.e., the minimal 
G-invariant ideal containing the canonical element K,. If 0 = (k) then 
instead of Z(k) we write Zk. Every G-invariant ideal in R is a finite sum of 
the ideals Z,. Let ZC R be the G-invariant ideal. By J(Z) we denote the 
subset of P(n) consisting of the partitions T such that N, c I. If (TE P(n) 
then by J(o) we denote the set J(Z,). The obvious formulas 
Z= Q N, and J i z,i = (j J(a’) 
reJ(I) ( > i=l i= I 
show that to understand the structure of the G-invariant ideals it suffices 
to describe the sets J(o) for any o~P(n). 
4.2. THEOREM. Fur asp 
J(o)= {rE~(n):T rcr> and I,= Q N,. 
rEmn),rtcT 
For the definition of t see 2.1. The proof of this theorem is postponed to 
Section 5. Here we only note that the method of proof of Theorem 3.1 in 
[2] does not work in our situation. 
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EXAMPLE. Suppose we want to prove that (31) ~J{21). We apply the 
Laplace expansion formula to K,, and obtain Kxl = [ 123) . [l] = ([12] . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ NOW c121mk ,~ 
Cl31 I L-11 EN,,> and we want to prove that [23] . [l] E N,,. Assume that 
it is true. The G-invariance of N,, implies that also [12] . [3] E NT1 and 
c131. PI EN,,? so [123]=[12].[3]-[13].[2]+[23].[1]~N,,, but 
this is not possible because [ 1231 generates N,, and N, n Nzl = 0 by 
3.8(c). 
4.3. COROLLARY. For 1 <p < [n/2] 
(4 Izp= 0 K 
TEB(?I) 
7!>2P 
(b) 12p+i= 0 NT- 
TEb(fl) 
riPZp+l,p(r)>l 
Proof. We will sketch here a direct proof of the corollary which does 
not use Theorem 4.2, hence does not use the results of Section 5. Inclu- 
sions E are the consequence of the Pieri formulas 2.10 and the existence 
of the grading in R defined in 3.10, so it suffices to show that for z from 
the summation range, the canonical monomial K, belongs to the ideal 
on the left side. In part (a) it suffices to use the Laplace expansion formula 
to the pfaffian [I . ..r.]. 
For part (b) it suffices to show that 
for any sequence a i, . . . . azp + 3, and then apply the Laplace formula to two 
suitable columns of K,. 
Fix 1~ j < 2p + 3. By the Laplace formula 
Cal “‘Q2p+3 ]=(-l)‘~‘[aj].[al...~~...a2p+3] 
+ 1 f [L7$,]. [Q, ...~i~..~j-~~~2p,3]. 
ifi 
Moreover 
hence 
La, “‘“2p+3 ]-(-1)‘~‘[a,]. [a, ...~j...a2p+,]Ez2p+1. (*) 
Summing for all j and applying the L.aplace formula again we see that 
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and Ca~-~-a2p+31~~2p+1~ because char K= 0. Now from (* ) with 
j= 2p + 3 we obtain the desired result. 1 
4.4. DEFINITION. The subset H c P(n) is called a D-ideal if g E H and 
z >- g implies z E H. 
COROLLARY. Let H c P(n). The G-submodule N = Q 5 E H N, is the ideal 
in R iff H is the D-ideal. 
4.5. COROLLARY. The correspondence II-+ J(I) is a bijection of the set of 
G-invariant ideals in R and the set of D-ideals in P(n). The inverse corre- 
spondence is denoted bl’ J H I(J). 
4.6. We define a multiplication in 9(n) in the following way: if 
cr= ((or ...oP) and z= (rr ... r4) then e. z is the partition obtained by 
rearranging the sequence or, . . . . crP, rr, . . . . zq to a weakly decreasing one. 
DEFINITION. The D-ideal J is called 
prime ifa.rEJimpliesoEJorrEJ, 
radical ifaPEJimpliesaEJ, 
primary if CJ. T E J implies c E J or tP E J for some p. 
The radical of J is the set rad J= {o: up E J for some p}. 
For the proof of the next theorem see [4]. 
4.7. THEOREM. An invariant ideal I is prime (resp. radical, primary) if 
the D-ideal J(I) is prime (resp. radical, primary). Moreover, rad I= 
I(rad J(Z)). 
Now we can describe all the G-invariant prime, radical, and primary 
ideals in R. 
4.8. THEOREM. An invariant ideal in R is prime iff it is equal to one of 
the following ideals : 0, I,, I+, I, + IzP, I+ _ L + I,,, or also IzP ~ 1 if 
2p - 1 = n. These ideals have the following sets of zeros : 
Z(I,) = pQ[fl’21, Z(Z, + I,,,,) = P,2p for P< [n/21. 
zu2,. 1 + I,,,,, = J9z2p, Z(I,,+,) =x2,", 
and 
z(1,,~,)=x’~*p-* if 2p-l=n. 
The sets X”,2p are defined in Section 1. 
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4.9. THEOREM. An invariant ideal in R is radical iff it is prime or equal 
to one of the following ideals: 
I 2p+l3 I,,,, +rzq for 4> P, 
I ~2P,l~+~2p+I~~~2p,l)+~2p+L+~2q f6r q>p? 
or also 
I (2P,l) for 2p= n. 
4.10. DEFINITION. A subset Pc Y(n) is said to be complete iff for 
every 0 E P and for every G’ E 9(n) such that e c 0’ c 5, there exists T E P 
such that (T’ t T. 
EXAMPLE. The set 1533, 633, 543, 643, 544, 644) is complete, while the 
set (533; 633, 543, 644) is not complete. 
4.11. THEOREM. A nonzerG invariant ideal I in R irredundantly written as 
I=C ME p 1, is primary iff the set P satisfies one of the following conditions: 
1. P=((l)‘}forsomelEN; 
2. for some I, m, PEN: (~)‘EP, (2p)“fP,for each zeP and ieN 
either 5i < 1 or zi > 2p - 1, if a partition z E P is different from (1)’ and has 
parts equal to 1 then the following holds: for each partition p obtained from 
z by omitting s parts equal to 1 and then adding 1 to s even parts, there exists 
LEP such that p+>-; 
3. for some 1, m, p E N : (2p - I)’ E P, (2~)“’ E P, for each -r E P and 
each igN either z,=O or ~~Z2p- 1, P is complete; 
4. for some 1, p E N : (2~)’ E P, for each T E P and i E N either zi = 0 or 
Ti 3 2p, P is complete; 
5. n is odd, for some 1, m E N : (1)’ E P, (n)“’ E P, moreover ail parti- 
tions belonging to P are of the form (n)” . ( l)q ; 
6. n is odd, P= ((n)‘} for some 1~ N. 
The proofs of the above theorems are based on Theorem 4.7 and are 
purely combinatorial. They are not difficult but rather tedious so we omit 
them here. They can be found in [S]. 
4.12. DEFINITION. Given OE 9(n) and kE N, we denote by I,,, the 
invariant ideal 
4r.k = {kW 
ifkisevenorifk=n, 
jkk)‘+~~k+l,.(k)‘-~+ ...+I~k+1)5-,.(k)+Ik+L)I ifkisoddandkcn, 
where s = Ek and (a)b is the power of (a) in the sense of 4.6. 
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4.13. THEOREM. Let c = (ol ‘. . 04) E 9(n), bq > 0. Then 
I, = 
( 
n Io,k f-7 I,l,p~o) 
ks {uI,...,u~) > 
is the primary decomposition of I,. If p(o) < q or CJ~ > 1, then this decom- 
position is irredundant. If p(o) = q and o4 = 1, then we obtain the irredundant 
decomposition by omitting in the above the factor I,, 1. 
EXAMPLES. We have 
I 2p+I=U2p+1+~2p+2)n~l, 
I 6532=r6n (I% +I65 +I66)" (I333 +I433 +I433 +bdn 12222n Ill. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2 
In this section we prove Theorem 4.2. The ring R is generated as an 
algebra by N, = V and N, = A2V, so to decribe the structure of all 
invariant ideals it is sufficient o study the structure of the products N, . N, 
and N, .NA for all ,l~P(n). It is easy to see that the following theorem 
gives all information necessary to deduce Theorem 4.2. 
5.1. THEOREM. For each nob we have 
(a) N,-N,= 0 N,,, 
IreP(i.1) 
P(P)=P(l)+l 
(b) N,.Nn= 0 N,. 
P E JY4 2) 
P(P)=P(i) 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
5.2. The idea of the proof is very simple. We know that NA z Ai V. 
Consider the composition 
/j’Q/j,* NiQN,* N,.N,, i= 1,2, 
where m denotes the multiplication map. This is a G-epimorphism, so for 
any irreducible component N;. c Ni. NA there must be an irreducible com- 
ponent A, 4 A’Q AA mapped onto N, isomorphically. We know that then 
p E P(A, i ) (see Pieri formulas 2.10). Properties of the grading of R defined 
in 3.11 imply the additional conditions on p in the theorem. Thus we have 
proved that the left sides are contained in the corresponding right sides. 
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The general idea of the proof of the inverse inclusions is to show that for 
any ,U appearing on the right side the composition of the inclusion 
$;:/‘pA’@,An d f d e me in 2.11-2.15 and the map 5.2 is nonzero (there- 
fore is injective). This would show that the image of this composition is 
isomorphic to A, and therefore is equal to N,. In this section, unless 
otherwise stated, “monomial” means the product of variables, not the 
product of pfaffians. 
5.3. For 1 d k < n, we define the minimal monomial of type k by the 
formula 
k even 
k odd 
(variables were defined in 3.2). MM(k) appears with coefficient 1 in the 
decomposition of the pfaffian [l . . .k] in terms of monomials. If the 
sequence a,, . . . . ak is a permutation of 1, . . . . k then the coefficient of MM(k) 
in the decomposition of [al . . . ak] is equal to the sign of that permutation. 
For ,uEP(~) we define the minimal monomial of type p as the product 
MM(p)=MM(p,)-MM(pCI,). ..‘. 
MM(p) appears with the coefficient 1 in the decomposition of the canonical 
monomial K, of shape ,u. 
5.4. Consider the diagram 
sp “=“i, Aios’: 
PP 
i I 
lOP.2 
\ 
l@p;=rr 
A, A /jiBA, ri /y@/j”A R 
where nz is the multiplication map acting from the tensor product of 
exterior powers Ap onto the product in R of the modules N, isomorphic 
to them. This diagram is commutative and the composition nz i i is equal to 
the map in 5.2, so to prove the theorem it suffices to show that the 
composition nz 0 K 0 x is nonzero. Consider the canonical element 
C, = K:E SC (see 2.5). We will show that the minimal monomial MM(p) 
appears with nonzero coefficient in the decomposition of m ir rt o x( C,) in 
terms of monomials. 
5.5. It should be noted that m o ~0 x(C,) = 01. K, for some scalar B 
because both p,(C,) and K, are the highest weight vectors of the same 
weight (see 2.7)-we will use this information later. 
A. The Structure of N, . N, 
Let ,u E P(A, 1) and p(p)= p(A) + 1. This means that there exists a 
number s such that ,ur = d, + 1, pi= Ji for i#s, and I., is even. Let 
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k = A, + 1 = Pa. It follows that k can be obtained by adding 1 to the kth 
part of x. Consider the diagram in 5.4 for i= 1. From the definition of x it 
follows that 
Let us fix JE Ak, J= (0 = j, < ... < j, = k). We want to describe the 
action of m 0 7c 0 rJ on C,. As in 2.5 we will identify C, with the canonical 
tableau K, of shape p which represents C,. We also identify the elements 
of the basis of A’ @ S”, formed by the products of the vectors ej, with the 
pairs of the form (i, T), where i is the tableau of shape (1) representing the 
element ei of A’ and T is the tableau of shape 1 representing the element 
of S” (rows correspond to the symmetric powers). The tableau i will be 
considered as standing in the zero row of T. The same set of pairs will 
represent the elements of A’@A” (columns of T will represent the 
elements of exterior powers). We describe now the action of m 0 K 0 zJ on C, 
in terms of tableaux. rc, acts as follows. We begin with the canonical 
tableau of shape p with an empty box added in the zeroth row. Now we 
take one box from the j, th row and move its content to an empty box in 
the j, th row (j, = 0). We repeat this for each box in the j, th row and we 
take the sum of the obtained results. Our rows represent elements of the 
symmetric powers and each box of the j,th row is filled with jz, so we 
obtain the same result taking the last box in the j?th row, moving its con- 
tent equal to j, to the empty box, and multiplying the result by pj2 (the 
length of the j,th row). Now we take one box (again we can take the last 
box) in the j, th row and move its content to the empty box in j2th row 
(it is the last box in this row) multiplying the result by fij3. We repeat this 
procedure until we reach the j,th row ( jP = k), where we take the content 
of the last box and move it to an empty box in jP- i th row, multiplying the 
result by pjP. We see that z,(C,) = (n/=, ,iij)(j,, TJ) E S’@ S” where T, is 
the tableau of shape 1 filled canonically except that for each i = 2, . . . . p - 1 
the last box in the j,th row is filled with j,+r. Now we apply the map rc to 
z,(C,). x acts on (i, T) by permuting the rows of Tin all possible ways and 
summing the results, so 
p - 1 &, 
4j2, TJ)= 1 1 0,. (A, Tj,c,,), 
i=2 i,=l 
where the multiplicity 
a 
J 
J!ji*!. ... 
&. . . . ‘pi, 
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is the consequence of permuting the identical elements, and for the 
sequence (I) = (L . . . . I,- I) TJ,(,, is the tableau of shape I filled canonically 
except that for each i = 2, . . . . p - 1 the box in the j,th row and in the f,th 
column is filled with ji+ r. We have proved that rr 0 r,(C,) = p! .‘&) (jlV 
TJ,(,,), where p!=pi!.~~!. ... and the summation runs over the set of 
sequences (I) = (12, .. . . I,-,), where 1 < Ii<fijJ. 
Now we will determine those pairs (J, (I)) for which the minimal 
monomial MM(p) appears in m(j,, TJ,(,,) with nonzero coefficient. 
W,, Ter,,,,) = x,. m(T J,(I)), so j, must be equal to one of the odd parts of 
p. Note that in no column of T,,,, may there be a repetition of numbers 
appearing (otherwise the corresponding pfaffian would be equal to zero). 
We want to show that 
in each column of TJ,(,, at most one number is missing in 
relation to the canonical contents. (*I 
Assume that this is not the case. This means that there is one column, 
say the Ith, in which at least two numbers are missing. In place of the two 
missing numbers the map zJ moves two new numbers, which have to be 
bigger than any other number in that column (or moves one number if 
I= S; this is the case of the column which in 2 and p has different lengths). 
But this is not possible, because in zJ there is at most one zjEmlj, with 
jj > pLI 2 ji- L (or none, if I = S) and only such a z can move such a number. 
This means that (*) holds. 
Consider the I, th column of TJ,(,,. It is the only column in which the jz 
is missing in relation to the canonical contents. We want to show that 
pLIz = j,. If this is not the case, then ,ulz 3 j, + 1. This means that in the 
canonical contents of this column j, + 1 appears and according to (*) j2 + 1 
must appear in that column in TJ,cl,, but the only variable X, + i, j which 
may appear in MM(p) is Xj2,jz+l (j, is odd). j, is missing, so (j2, TJ,,,,) 
gives a product of pfaffians in which MM(p) does not appear. This shows 
that plz = j,, so the number j, is in the highest box of the l2 th column, in 
the j, th row. This means that 
Pj2+l <l26Pj?. 
‘The I,th column of TJ,(,) g ives in R the pfaffian [ 1,2, . . . . j, - 1, j,] and 
jz - 1 is even, so j, must be odd and it must appear in MM(p) as Xii. This 
means that j, is equal to one of the odd parts of p. Consider the 1,tb 
column of TJ,(,,. As before we show that the numberj, missing in the i3 th 
column is equal to the length of that column. This is the only one column 
in Ltrj in which j, is missing in relation to the canonical contents. As 
before we show that pl, =j3, so 
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The top box of this column is filled with the number j, and as before we 
show that j, is equal to one of the odd parts of p. Continuing these 
considerations we reach in the end the case of the l,- L th column. As before 
we show that p,,-, = jP-i, that 
and that the top box is filled with jP = k. 
Summing up our reasoning we come to the following statement: 
The minimal monomial MM(p) appears with nonzero coef- 
ficient in the decomposition of m(j,, TJ,(,,) into the sum of 
monomials iff 
(A) A, . . . . j,-r E {odd parts of p>, 
(B) for each 26i<p-1 fiji+i<Zi<i?ji. 
Moreover it is easy to see that in that case the coefficient in question 
equals 1 (the columns of TJ,(,, are well ordered). Looking at the definition 
of the map x we see that the coefficient C appearing with the monomial 
MM(p) in m 0 rc 0 x (C,) equals 
C=p! .C(-l)CJ$b,, 
J 
where summation runs over the set A; consisting of JE Ak satisfying (A) 
and b, is the number of sequences (I) satisfying (B). Let bj = fij - j$+ I, let 
cj=bj-&+k- j, then bJ=bj; ... .bjp-,, cJ=cjz. . . . .cjo-,. Let 
m,, . . . . m, denote all the odd parts of p smaller than k. Then 
C=p!- c (-1)P 
bjz. ... .bjp-, r cm,--bmi 
Cjz. -” 'Ci,-, 
+.n - 
JEA i=l ‘Wli 
and this number is not equal to zero because for each j < k cj = ,iij - ,i& + 
k-j>,iij-&>bj. Thus we have proved that mop01 (C,)#O and this 
finishes the proof of part (a) of Theorem 5.1. 
B. The Structure of N, . N,-Part One 
Assume that A Ed is even. Then the structure of N, . N, is well 
known. It was described in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [a]. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. If BEG is even, then 
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The methods we use in this paper can be applied to give a proof of this 
proposition different than in [2]. We use the diagram in 5.4 for i = 2. Let 
us write 
where a, E Q, $ represents the element of ,4*, and T, is a tableau represent- 
ing an element of A”. It can be proved that for each summand such that 
m($, r,) contains MM(p) with nonzero coefficient, this coefficient has the 
same sign as a,, so the global coefficient is positive. The same situation will 
appear if we try to prove part (a j of Theorem 5.1 using the monomial 
X, .X2, .X,, . ... .X,- I,k instead of MM(R) in the definition of minimal 
monomial of type k for k odd. 
Now we want to use Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 5.1(a) to prove the 
following special case of Theorem 5.1 (b). 
5.7. LEMMA. Let il and p be two partitions such that for some s. 
,~,=2,+2 ad~i=lifor i#s. Then 
N,cN,.N*. 
Proof. (a) First we consider the case 2, even. According to (3.9) we 
have 
In particular 
M2=N2+N,. 
We consider partitions A and ji. We have ji, = X, + 2 and ,Lii = Ai for i # s, 
so according to 5.6 we have 
Using (1) we obtain 
=N,+ 1 
( 
N, (Nz+NI) 
r#l,C=i > 
=N,.N,+N,.N,+ c N,-(N,+N,). 
7#l,f=L 
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Assume that N, is not contained in N, . N,. Of course N, & NL. N, 
because (,uI = 111 + 2, so there exists r # A such that Z= ;Z and 
N,GN;N,+N;N,. 
The equality Z = x implies that rs < 1, because 1, is even, so we see that 
ps 2 T, + 2. 
2.10(b) says that ,U z r so for i#s 
Summing up these inequalities we obtain 
IPI B Id + 2, 
but 2.10(b) says that l,~l 6 1~1 +2, so all of these inequalities are in fact 
equalities and r = 1, contradicting the assumption. This ends the proof of 
the case 1, even. 
(b) Now assume that A, is odd. For any partition (r E Y(n) by 8 we 
denote the biggest even partition smaller then CJ in the ordering E. 
Theorem 5.1(a) implies that 
We know also that 
No c N, . Nf’“). (2) 
N,cNj.N2 (see 5.6), (3) 
In particular 
N, c Nfi . Nf’J“’ c Nl . N, . Nf’“’ 
zr N; . Nf’“’ . N, = c N, .N,, 
TEB(fl) > 
f=K,p(r)=p(l) 
where in the last equality we have used Theorem 5.1(a). Assume that 
N, d N,. N,, so there exists T #A such that f = 2, p(z) = p(A), and 
N, c N, . N2. Since 1, is odd, 1, = 1, - 1, but a, = <,a T, - 1, hence 
2, < 1, = ,U, - 2. 
Now we can continue as in part (a) of the proof. We see that T = 2, 
contradicting the assumption. 1 
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C. The Structure of N, . N,-Part Two 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let A, FEY(~) be two partitions such that for some 
p<q, A=(A, ,..., ApMI,a ,..., a,a-1,1,+, ,... ), andp=(A, ,..., ApeI, a+l, 
a, . . . . a, A,,,, . . . ), in both partitions a is repeated q - p times. Then 
N,,cN2.Nn. 
Prooj First we assume that a is odd. Let Q = (..., IP- 1, a - 1, a - 1, .~.: 
a- 1, A,,l, . . . ) and let r = (..., I,- I, a + 1, a- 1, . . . . a- 1, /2,+ r, .~.). Then 
according to 5.7 
N,c N,.N,. 
a - 1 is even so applying (q - p) times the first part of Theorem 5.1 we 
obtain 
The ring R is commutative, so 
N,,cN,.(N,)~-~.N,=N~. @N, , 
( > 
where 9 runs over all partitions defined by 5.1 (a). This means that there 
exists among them 9, such that N, c N2. Ng,, but this is possible only for 
9, c p and we easily see that the only such 9, equals d so N, c N2. N,. 
Assume now that a is even. Let 9 = (..., ipP L, a + 1, . ..) a + 1, a $ I, 
/z q+L,...j and let a=( . . . . A,-,,a+1 ,..., a+l,a-l,A,+, ,... 1. We know 
that 
N2.Nj.c @ NT. 
reP(1,2) 
Assume that N, ti Nz. N,; thus 
Multiplying both sides by (N1)q-P and applying commutativity of R and 
5.1(a), we see that 
c(N~)~-~- 
( 
@ N, . 
p#rsql,2) > 
Thus there exists rO~ P(A, 2) such that Ngc (N,)-P .N,,. By 5.1(a) it 
follows that r,, c 9 and the only such rO in P(& 2) is equal to P, but r. f /.i 
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by assumption. This contradiction shows that N,, c N, . NA and this finishes 
the proof. 1 
5.9. COROLLARY. For 2 and p as in Proposition 5.8 the map m 0 710~ in 
the diagram in 5.4 is nonzero. In particular MM(p) appears with nonzero 
coefficient c(p, A) in the decomposition of m 0 7c 0 x(C,) into the sum of 
monomials. 
ProoJ Consider the diagram in (5.4). The map m 0 i gives the 
G-epimorphism A2 Q Al + N2 . NI. We know that N, c N, . N, so there 
exists a G-submodule M of A’ 0 An mapped isomorphically onto N,, but 
there is only one submodule isomorphism to N,, namely Im $b (I+$ is non- 
zero), so the composition m 0 io I+$ is nonzero. Moreover pP is surjective, 
hence m 0 i 0 t/i 0 pI1 # 0. The commutativity of 5.4 gives the first part of the 
corollary. The second part follows from 5.5. 
D. The Structure of N2 ’ N,-Part Three 
We are now ready to prove part (b) of Theorem 5.1 in the general case. 
5.10. Let il E 9(n) and let p E P(A, 2), p(p) = p(l). Thus the diagram r, 
of p (see 2.2) can be obtained by adding two boxes to r,, one to the kth 
row and sth column, the other to the hth row and rth column, where 
k > h, r 3 s, and the difference k-h is odd. The case r = s was studied in 
5.7, so we may assume that r > s. The case k - h= 1 was studied in 5.8 and 
5.9. The idea of the proof is to reduce the general case to the last one. 
Consider the diagram in 5.4. Now i = 2 and the map x: S” + A2 0 S” 
appearing there was defined in 2.15. 
5.11. We see that 
We will interpret x in terms of tableaux. As before, the typical element of 
S” is identified with a tableau of shape p, and the typical element of 
A’Q S” is identified with the pair (i, T), where T is the tableau of shape 
1, the identification being given by 
In these terms the map x can be written as in (5.11) but omitting the factor 
m @ 1. In fact, we can interpret rJ as moving the content of a box in the 
j, th row of the tableau on which it acts, to the upper box of the diagram 
rc2), and r, as moving the content of the corresponding box to the lower 
box of rc2). In these terms m 0 1 acts on tableaux as the identity. 
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Now we examine the action of 7c 0 2 on C,. 
5.12. We.can write 
where the terms appearing in this formula are defined below: 
d(p, A) is the set of all 4-tuples (1, J, (m), (!)) such that 
I= (i,, . ..) i4j E A,, J= (jl, . ..) j,) E A,, 
(172) =(m,, . . . . nTqj, ldnz,<&for 2Gtgq, 
(I) = (Z2, .. . . I,- 1), 1 $ I, < fij, for 2 < t d p - 1. 
For any D = (1, J, (m), (I))~d(p, A), (ii, T,) is the pair of tableaux 
obtained as follows. We start with a pair (r(2j, K,,) consisting of an empty 
diagram r(X) and the canonical tableau K,. Then we take the entry of the 
box (f2, jJ of Kp and move it to the upper empty box of r,*). Then we 
take the entry of the box (13, j,) of the obtained tableau and move it to the 
empty box in the j, th row. We continue this procedure until we reach the 
kth row, where we take the last box and move its content to the box 
(I,- r, j,- *) which has been emptied in the preceding step of the construc- 
tion. Now we take the entry of the box (m,, i2) of the obtained tableau and 
move it to the (lower) empty box in r,2). Then we take the box (m3, i3) 
and move its content to the box (m,, i2) which has been made empty in the 
preceding step. We repeat until we reach the h th row, where we take the 
box (nz,, i4) and move its contents to the box (m4- i: i,- 1) which has been 
made empty in the preceding step. 
EXAMPLE. jD=jz, 
12 
i. 
if 
i,= . 
(HZ,, i2) # (/,, j,) for all t, 
Jr+1 if (Q, i2) = (I,, j,) for some t. 
Finally for any DE d(p, A), a(D) is the number of ways in which the pair 
(ii, T,) can be obtained while calculating rrozlorJ(CP). In other words, 
a(D) is defined to satisfy 
for any fixed I and J. It is easy to see that cr(D) does not depend on D, and 
that it is equal to b! = ,E1! .fi2! . . . . . 
481/125/2-14 
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5.13. Let d ‘(11, A) denote the subset of d(,~, A) consisting of D E d(p, A) 
such that m({;, T,) contains MM(p) with nonzero coefficient j?(D). Then 
it is obvious that p(D) is the sign of the permutation arranging the columns 
to the strictly increasing order. Now 5.12 leads to the following statement. 
5.14. The minimal monomial MM(p) appears in m 0 ~a x(C,) with the 
coefficient c(,M, 1) equal to 
c(p, 2) = ji ! . c (-l)#-+‘J.~. 
DEdf(ll,l) I .I ~=(I,J,(rn),(l)) 
The main idea of the proof that c(p, 1) # 0 is to decompose the set d + 
into a direct product of two sets. This will allow us to decompose the right 
side of the equality in 5.14 into the product of two expressions. One of 
those expressions will be easily computable as in the proof of theorem 
5.1(a), while the other will be shown to be “almost” the same as the expres- 
sion leading will be shown to be “almost” the same as the expression 
leading to the computation of the coefficient in the case of k - h = 1. Then 
we will apply Corollary 5.9 and finish the proof. 
5.15. Let orb be a partition, and h, Y be as in 5.10. 
The upper part of 0, denoted by o“, is the partition whose diagram is 
obtained from r, by deleting the first h rows. 
The louver part of IJ‘, denoted by o’, is the partition whose diagram is 
obtained from r, by deleting all the rows except the first h rows. 
The right part qf 0, denoted by oright. is the partition whose diagram is 
obtained from r, by deleting the first r - 1 columns (i.e. aright = 
(or, 0 r+l, . ..)I- 
The left part of rs, denoted by cleft, is the partition (ol, . . . . cr- I). 
If T is any tableau, then in the same way we define its upper, lower, right 
and left parts, denoted by T”, T’, Tright, and Tleft. 
Let JE A,, J= (jl, . . . . j,). There exists a number a such that 
J,_l<h<j,. 
By J’ and J” we denote the lower and upper parts of J: 
J’ = CA, . . . . i, - 1 1, 
J” = (j,, . . . . j,). 
Also for (I) = (I,, . . . . I,-,), by (Z)U and (I)’ we denote the upper and lower 
parts of (I ) : 
UY= (L, . . . . z,-,,. 
(I)‘= (12, .. . . I,-‘). 
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5.16. Let DE A+&, A). It is easy to see that the first S- 1 columns of 
TD are tilled canonically (otherwise in one of these columns there would be 
a repetition of entries, and the corresponding pfafhan would be equal to 
zero). It follows that the expression 5.14 for the coefficient c(,u, A) is almost 
the same as the expression for the coefficient c( (p,, pL, + r, ..~), (L,, I,, r? . ..)). 
the only difference being the factor equal to the index of the row permuta- 
tion group R(&, A, + 1, . . . ) treated as the subgroup of the group R(2). Thus 
we may assume that s = 1. 
5.17. Assume now that k is odd. Let DE A+(p, A). The first column in 
T, has length k- 1, so the entry k cannot occur in that column (otherwise 
it would give the variables X, for i < k, but they could not occur in the 
minimal monomial). Thus I,- 1 > 1, and ifj,- 1 > h, then as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1(a) we see that the entry k fills the top box of the lP-, th 
column of T,; the length of that column, equal to j,- r, is odd; and the 
entry j,- I is missing in that column and can be found in one of the shorter 
columns of odd length. Continuing these considerations we come to the 
following statements : 
if a<r<p-1, then j, E {odd parts of iuIefr) and 
Djriii,,l clrGPjr. CA) 
The entry j, is missing in the left part of T,. (*) 
We claim that 
for all l<t<a-1 we have l,ar, for all i<t<q we have 
m, 2 r, or equivalently, the lower part of T, is filled canoni- 
cally. @I 
Assume that (B) does not hold. Thus in the lower left part of T, at least 
one entry is missing, so a new entry appears. This new entry should be 
bigger than h (in order to avoid the repetition of entries in one column), 
but the only entry bigger than h that can be found in the lower part of T, 
is equal to j,, and according to (*) this entry cannot be found in the left 
part of T,. This contradiction shows that (B) holds. 
Statements (A), (*), and (B) imply in particular that the contribution of 
the left part of TD to the minimal monomial MM(p) is equal to 
MM(p’““) . 7,; I, so 
the contribution of the pair (ii, T2ht) to MM(/[) has to be 
equal to Xja. MM(pripht). (Cl! 
Consider more carefully statements (C,). Note that j, is odd and is 
bigger than any other entry appearing in the pair ($, Tggh’), so it has to 
appear, as the variable X,, in the part of MM(p) corresponding to that 
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pair. Thus Condition (C,) does not depend on j, and it can be restated as 
follows : 
Let TI, be the tableau obtained from Ty by changing the 
entry j, into h + 1. Then the polynomial m({;, TL) contains 
the monomial X, + i . MM(p righf) with nonzero coefficient. (Cd 
Now we make one more step. (C,) is equivalent to the next condition: 
Let TI;, be the tableau obtained from Ty by changing 
the entry j, into h + 1 and by adding one column of 
length h filled canonically. Then the polynomial m({;, Tk) 
contains the monomial MM((h + 1, firight)), where 
(h + 1, $Uright) = (I? + 1, IL,, /&+ 1, . ..). (C) 
We have proved that DE A+(p, 1) implies that D satisfies Con- 
ditions (A), (B), and (C). It is easy to see that this implication is in fact an 
equivalence. We see also that Condition (A) is independent of Conditions 
(B) and (C). This gives the direct product decomposition for A+(p, 1) 
mentioned in 5.14, 
A+zA,+xA,?, 
D ++ (D”, D’), 
where for D = (I, J, (m), (I)) 
D”= (J”, (l)U), 
D’= (4 J’, (~1, (0% 
A> is the set of all D” satisfying (A), and A: is the set of all D’ satisfying 
(B) and (C). 
Now we are reading to study the coefficient c(,u, 1) using the formula in 
5.14. It is easy to see that j?(D) = p(D’), because the columns in T”, are well 
ordered. Also #J = #J’ + #J”, cJ = C~I. cJu. 
5.18. We see now that the formula in 5.14 gives us 
The first factor is nonzero by the same computation as in the proof of 
5.1(a), so it suffices to prove that the second factor is nonzero. But we 
know that this is the case, without making any computations! In fact, up 
to the denominators, the second factor in 5.18 is the same as the right hand 
side of the formula in 5.14 applied to the pair of partitions (h + 1, pright), 
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(12, Aright). We can solve the “problem of denominators” as follows. 
Consider the partitions 
rJ = (h + 1, 12, . .. . h, zP@), h repeated r - 3 c k - h times, 
T = (h, h, . . . . h, /Iright), h repeated r - 2 + k - 12 times. 
We can apply the results of 5.17 to that pair of partitions. We see that 
the upper part of ‘5 is empty, so in that case the first factor of 5.18 is equal 
to 1. The right parts of 0 and z are the same as the corresponding right 
parts of ~1 and A., so the conditions for I and J are parallel. And in the end 
the denominators are the same, because all the hook lengths involved are 
the same in both cases. We see that up to the factor 9!/6!, the formula for 
c(a, z) is the same as the second factor in 5.18. By the second part of 
Corollary 5.9 we know that C(G, T) is nonzero, so according to the above 
considerations also c(,u, A) is nonzero. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1(b) when k is odd. 
5.19. The case of even k is similar, so we formulate the main points 
leaving the details to the reader. Let D = (I, J, (nz), (I)) EA ‘(p, 2). 
5.20. The sequence I,, I,, i, . . . . 1, = 1 is weakly decreasing; moreover if 
1, ’ I, + ! 1 then II > li,; + ,, the number p,, is odd and is equal to j,, , - 1. 
5.21. In the lower left part of T, at most one column is filled non- 
canonically. By b(D), we denote the number of this column if T6 is not 
canonical, or r if Tb is canonical. Then b(D) is equal to the smaliest 
number appearing in the sequences (m), (I)‘. 
LEMMA. (a) Ifb(D)>b,+,, then j,=h+ 1; 
(b) $j,=h+l andb(D)<&+,, then l,=b(D); 
(c) ifj,>h+ 1, then b(D)<&+, and either I, = b(D) or b(D) > &. 
5.22. It follows that the set A+(p, A) can be decomposed into the 
disjoint union of the sets 
A,={D~d+:b(D)<fi,,+~, j,=h+lj, 
A,= {DEAf:ih+I<b(D)<r)F 
A,= IDEA+: b(D)=r), 
A,= {DEA+: j,>h+l}. 
5.23. For any D = (I, J, (m), (I )) we define D’= (Z, J’, (m), (I)‘) by 
J’=(jl, . ..? ja--l, h+ 1, j,, . . . . j,), (/)‘=(I,, . ..? Inp,,b(D), 1,, . . . . lPP,). Then 
DEA, iff D’EA~, moreover (-l)#-‘.c;‘.B(D)=(-l)#J’.(k-h+ 
,Eh+L-2).c;1./3(D’). 
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5.24. Let B denote the set of all numbers b such that 1 <b < ,i&+ 1 and 
1, is odd. For any b E B the set A”(b) consists of all pairs (J”, (1)“) such 
that J” = (j,, . . . . jP) and (I)” = (Z,, . . . . l,- I ) satisfy the conditions of 5.19, 
moreover j, = h + 1, I, = 6. The set A” is defined as the union of all A”(b) 
for b E B. 
For any 1 Q b $ Y the set A’(b) consists of all 4-tuples D’= 
(Z, J’, (m), (I)‘) such that the s= (Z, Tf, (nz), (I)‘) obtained from D’ by 
adding h + 1 at the end of J’ satisfies the condition D’ E A + (v, A’), where v 
is defined by C = (j?, 1); moreover min(m,, I,) = 6. 
5.25. LEMMA. The formula D H (D”, D’) gives the decompositions 
A, E u (A”(b) x A’(b)), 
bsB 
A,2 u (A”x A’(b)), 
Pi,+l<b<r 
A,zA”xA’(r). 
Moreover for any DE A, v A, v A, we have /I(D) = p(D”) . p(D’), where 
p(D”) and /I(D’) denote the signs of the permutations ordering the columns 
respectively in T”, and in ($‘, T’,). 
5.26. For 1 db, b’< r there exists a bijection of the sets A’(b) and 
A’(b’) defined by changing into b’ all entries equal to b in the sequences 
(m) and (I). This bijection preserves the values of /?. 
5.27. Now we can compute the coefficient c(p, ,I). Let 
y(b)= 1 SW’) (-l)?=“ec, for be B, 
D” E F(b) 
d(b)= C (-1)#‘+“+!i% for l<b<r, 
D’s d’(b) c,-c-;i 
Y= 1 y(b). 
beB 
By 5.26, for b < r the number 6(b) does not depend on 6. The common 
value we denote by 6. Now from 5.14, 5.22, 5.23, and 5.25 it follows that 
-(/.I!)-‘.c(p,;1)= c y(b).(k-h-l+i,p,).6 
beB 
+y.(r--,~+,-l).6+y.6(r) 
=y.[(k-h+r-2).6+6(r)] 
(the minus sign follows from #J= #J”+ #7-l). 
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It is easy to see that for D” E A” we have ( - 1 )#.I’ . p(D”) = -1, so y is 
nonzero as the sum of negative numbers. Finally, the second factor in our 
formula is equal to (6! ) ~ ’ . C(D, z) for G and z defined as in the proof for 
odd k, so from 5.9 we conclude that c(p, A) is nonzero. This finishes the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 1 
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